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DIVERSITY

Lessons from Palau to end parachute science in international

conservation research

INTRODUCTION

Conservation science is having a reckoning with “parachute sci-
ence” (Belhabib, 2021; de Vos, 2020; Naepi, 2019; Stefanoudis
et al., 2021; Trisos et al., 2021). In the parachute science
model, scientists drop into a foreign country with preconceived
notions, seeking to validate their assumptions without genuine
engagement with local people, ideas, epistemologies, method-
ologies, and knowledges, and leave without giving back to the
place from which they extracted. This model lacks integrity
and produces dubious results with little value to local popu-
lations and can even undermine local efforts. We share five
principles for international conservation research beyond the
parachute, rooted in Palauan epistemologies (Image 1). We draw
from our firsthand experience with both parachute and non-
parachute science in Palau as an Indigenous Palauan researcher
and a white American researcher partnering on conservation
science. In this alternative approach, to gain knowledge requires
cultivating relationships and earning trust from a place of humil-
ity in order to borrow knowledge with integrity for communal
benefit.

THE VALUE OF INTERNATIONAL
RESEARCH PARTNERSHIPS

For both local and international conservationists, there is value
in partnership. For international researchers, partnership is not
only the ethical approach to working in foreign countries,
but it also yields practical benefits: partnering produces more
culturally competent planning and solutions, increases engage-
ment with local knowledge holders—including local people
trained in Western science, reduces conflict within commu-
nities, and increases the legitimacy of conservation solutions
(Bennett & Dearden, 2014; Brechin et al., 2002; Heck et al.,
2012; Rai et al., 2021). For local researchers, partnerships can
bring additional human and financial capacity, including tech-
nical or methodological expertise that is not available locally,
and provide an opportunity to teach outsiders about local ways
of knowing and interacting with the environment. Partner-
ing with international scholars can also increase the reach of
local efforts and bring greater attention—and funding—to local
issues.
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LESSONS FROM PALAU

Come with an empty basket

Bechachongii a sualem e mei.

“Come with an empty basket.”

To come with an empty basket, seeking to fill it, orients
researchers in an attitude of humility, curiosity, and respect
for local values, needs, practices, and expertise. The history of
conservation is riddled with examples of international actors
arriving in distant communities with their baskets already full
of mission statements, research questions, project objectives,
methodologies, and solutions that they apply across contexts,
often inappropriately and against the wishes of local people. For
example, “fortress conservation,” a Western approach to pro-
tecting “wilderness” through the exclusion of human activity,
has generated harm in communities across the globe (Rai et al.,
2021). A researcher arriving with an empty basket listens before
acting, recognizing that environmental values are not universal,
that conservation can take different forms, and that local needs
and values need to be prioritized to avoid reproducing harms.

Knowledge of the ocean is like the waves of the
ocean

Tekoi el ua Iuul.

“Like the waves of the ocean, all knowledge comes in

different sizes and shapes, but never does one wave over-

come another, and in the end all will arrive at the same

destination.”

This proverb means that no two fishers will have the same
knowledge of the ocean, based on their diversity of expe-
riences, removing any notion of knowledge supremacy. This
proverb calls researchers to recognize the value of local eco-
logical knowledges and to engage with a diversity of knowledge
holders. Although the value of local ecological knowledges is
increasingly recognized in conservation science (Aswani et al.,
2018), they are still regularly marginalized relative to Western
scientific knowledge (Trisos et al., 2021). Conversely, interna-
tional academics are often perceived by local people to lack
contextualized knowledge, and their knowledge may be eas-
ily discredited (Kourantidou et al., 2020). Engaging with only
one kind of local knowledge holder, for example, only local
elites, only men, or only one institution, ignores valuable knowl-
edge and risks reproducing local inequities (Taylor, 2017). No
community is monolithic, and individuals’ power and knowl-
edge depend on their intersecting identities (Crenshaw, 1989).
Broadening what kinds of expertise are valued in conservation
research expands the knowledge base from which to draw to
design just and effective solutions.

Furthermore, not all knowledge is meant for sharing.
Researchers should bear in mind when asking questions about
potentially sensitive, secretive, or sacred topics the possibility
that misleading information may intentionally be given to guard
knowledge. In Palau, secret knowledge is said to be passed
“like the juice of a young coconut,” from one dark space into
another, without being exposed to the light (Asang, 2004).
Making guarded knowledge public betrays trust, can have neg-
ative ramifications for future research efforts (Singeo, 2020),
and can have unintended consequences for access to natural
resources.

Acknowledge from whom you are borrowing
knowledge

Meleng a Tekoi.

“Acknowledge from whom you are borrowing knowledge.”

Authorship is the currency of academia (Liboiron et al.,
2017), yet a failure to recognize diverse contributions has led
to the exclusion of local researchers from much of the pub-
lished literature (Cooke et al., 2021; Stefanoudis et al., 2021),
by not including local researchers as co-authors where it would
have been appropriate and local researchers not being first or
last authors (Morton et al., 2022; Rayadin & Buřivalová, 2022).
Writing—the task that academics are specifically trained to do—
is frequently valued above other contributions in author order,
a ranking that perpetuates power inequities (Trisos et al., 2021).
Cooke et al. (2021) advocate for a more inclusive approach
that includes securing permissions, team building, and training,
among other contributions.

Yet not all individuals benefit from authorship equally.
Liboiron et al. (2017) consider whether the individual is an aca-
demic, who needs the capital most (e.g., seeking a job or tenure),
and the number of publications an author already has when
determining author order. Furthermore, token authorship, in
which a local individual is listed for appearances without gen-
uine engagement, is another manifestation of parachute science
and can be a disservice.

Practice reciprocity

Kemanget imal.

“Practice reciprocity.”

Reciprocity, or exchange for mutual benefit, is founda-
tional to the Palauan value system. International scientists
benefit through knowledge production, publication, and asso-
ciated accolades. Reciprocity is about ensuring that local people
engaged in research receive equal or greater benefits, including
the development of scientific capacity locally so that communi-
ties are not dependent on outside expertise to execute research
(Naepi, 2019). “Capacity building” in conservation is too often
shallow, such as training local field assistants in data collec-
tion but not research design or analysis. Reciprocity requires
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the development of local people as equal and independent
researchers (Trisos et al., 2021), for example, by fully integrat-
ing them into the research team, supervising local students,
and providing or co-applying for research funds. Addition-
ally, researchers can uplift scholars from local communities by
including them in their reading and references lists (Trisos et al.,
2021).

Communicate findings in ways that empower local
solutions

Tekoi el Beluu.

“Become words of the land (something of value to the

community).”

Although academic publications are an important tool for
communicating research results with the scholarly community,
they are not sufficient for reaching nonacademic participants
and affected parties, and in isolation they are unlikely to lead
to locally driven solutions to conservation challenges. In addi-
tion to academic publications, international partners should
work under the guidance of local research partners to aid in
the development of locally relevant and culturally appropriate
communication materials. Such materials can empower local
decision makers to develop their own conservation policies.
These materials may take the form of community meetings,
written materials in the local language, art projects (Spiegel,
2020), short films (Finkler & León-Anguiano, 2019), and social
media campaigns (Wu et al., 2018).

CONCLUSIONS

Parachute science has been a norm in conservation research for
decades, and moving beyond the parachute is not always easy or
rewarded. Universities, funding agencies, and journals can rein-
force the parachute model by, for instance, narrowly recognizing
citations as the metric of scientific contribution, ignoring the
community engagement, inclusion, mentoring, and collabora-
tion that help to break down the parachute model (Davies et al.,
2021). We must all unlearn harmful practices, cultivate new rela-
tionships, and reimagine a way beyond the parachute. Critically,
scientific institutions must also demand and reward the ethical
practice of conservation research.
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